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Abstract: Cloud Computing can be classified as a new paradigm for dynamic provisioning computer services supported 

by data centres that usually employ virtual machine (VM) technology for consolidation. Cloud computing provides 

infrastructure, platform and software as services that is available to the consumer under the pay as you use model. This 

paper provides the overview of cloud computing, security issues , challenges in cloud security. Systematic literature 

review is presented in which several researchers have reviewed the different techniques used for the security of cloud. 
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I. Introduction 

Cloud reflects the concept of a distributed system comprising of a group of virtual machines that can be dynamically 

provisioned to meet the varying resource requirements of a customer and the entire base of this Cloud-Customer 

relationship is governed by the SLA (Service Level Agreement). The National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) [1]defines Cloud as a model that enables convenient on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resource e.g. network, storage, hardware, applications, etc. that can be rapidly allocated, scaled as well as 

released with minimum management effort or service provider intervention. Cloud relieves the user of the overhead of 

physical installation and maintenance of her system, which automatically reduces the overall cost and enhances the 

system efficiency. Embracement of Cloud based services results in introduction of an abstraction layer between the 

physical storage or servers and the user whose data or services are being processed in the Cloud. 

Data holds the topmost position when it comes to IT security concerns, irrespective of the infrastructure being used. 

Cloud Computing is no exception to this, moreover it focuses on added security concerns because of its distributed nature 

and multi-tenant architecture. The data life cycle comprises its generation, storage, usage, distribution and destruction 

[2]. Each CSP should support all these phases in the data life cycle with appropriate security mechanisms.  

Cloud computing has evolved from various technologies that we already know from quite a tie now. These technologies 

are: virtualization, grid computing, utility computing, web services, internet, www and SOA. Cloud computing is a 

technology that has changed the way we perform computing. With cloud computing, now everything is in the clouds. By 

that it is meant that we can develop, deploy and deliver an application in the cloud without having the need of those six 

digit software licensing, a rapid ROI, and massive decrease in TCO for starting any sized business. 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on- demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources(such as networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction This cloud model promotes availability and is 

composed of five essential characteristics, three service models and four deployment models  [3].  
Cloud computing extends the information technology capabilities by increasing the capacity and adds abilities 

dynamically without investing on large and expensive infrastructure, licensing software, or training new personals. 

Among the several benefits, cloud computing provides a more flexible way to access the storage and computation 

resources on demand. In the last few years, different business companies are increasingly understanding that by tapping 

the cloud resources and gaining fast access, they are able to reduce their initial business cost by paying only the resources 

they used rather than the need of potentially large investment (owning and maintenance) on infrastructure. Rapid 

deployment, cost reduction, and minimal investment are the major factors to employ cloud services that drive many 

companies. 

Cloud computing is authorized through the virtualization technology in which the host system operates an application 

referred as a hypervisor that generates one or more Virtual Machines (VM) and it faithfully simulates the physical 

computers. These simulations can be able to operate any software from operating system to the end-user application. The 

number of physical devices lies in hardware level that includes hard drives, processors and network devices which are 

placed in the data centers. It is independent of the geographical location that is responsible for processing and storage as 

needed. The effective management of the servers is performed by the combination of the virtualization layer, software 

layer, and the management layer. Virtualization layer is utilized to provide the necessary cloud components of rapid 

elasticity, resource pooling, and location independent. Also, it is an essential element of cloud implementation. The 

ability to implement security rules and monitoring throughout the cloud is done by the management layer. 
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II. Cloud Computing Architecture 

NIST is responsible for providing security in the cloud computing environment and developing standards and guidelines 

which shows a valuable contribution that offers a better understanding of cloud services and computing technologies. 

Cloud computing architecture summarize as the four deployment models: public cloud, private cloud, community cloud, 

and the hybrid cloud. The deployment models represent the way that the computing infrastructure delivers the cloud 

services can be employed. The three cloud service models or delivery models are available for the customer: 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). There are different 

levels of security required for these service models in the cloud environment. The wide range of services considered in 

cloud basic characteristic layer that can be used all over the internet [4]. The cloud service provider is corresponded to 

provide services, resource allocation management, and security. The architecture explains the five basic components 
which consist of services that are used in the cloud. The cloud security is the very important and complex task when the 

data transfer or shared resources to the cloud within the client-server architecture. The architecture of cloud computing is 

shown in Fig. 1  

 
Figure 1 Cloud Computing Architecture [4] 

Cloud Computing basically offers three types of services models; Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). SaaS is the highest level of the cloud of which all the services are offered 

by the cloud providers. Users who adopt PaaS only manage their applications and data and those adopting IaaS will have 

their infrastructure like server, storage and networking run by the providers. There are three models of deployment – 

Public Clouds, Private Clouds and Hybrid Cloud. In public clouds, all the services offered by the providers are shared 

together with all the cloud users. Private clouds are deployed when the users need to enhance their data security to which 

the clouds are exclusively catered for them. The hybrid cloud is the combination of both public and private clouds. The 

adoption of these deployment and services offered depends on the needs and requirements of the organization. 

Cloud users request for the services from the Cloud Service Providers (CSP). CSPs are third party that providers cloud 
storage services to their clients. Some other third party service providers are Third-Party Auditor (TPA) and Attribute 

Authority (AA) that are supposed to provide security functionalities in cloud. As it is known to us that security and trust 

are the most critical and crucial issues while benefitting the organizations and institutions with cloud. Cloud users data 

are on high risk which can be lost, leaked or attacked but they do not have any recourse to come out of this substandard 

situation.  

Cloud users do not even aware of to whom they are dealing with or sharing data. Transparency is also a very serious, 

cloud users do not have any information about the users of their data and how the data is roving inside the cloud. 

Blockchain is an emerging and novel technology that can be used by cloud users to upsurge the trust and provide security 

of data while outsourcing and acquiring services from the Cloud. Blockchain can provide advanced security as compared 

to centralized database security. Blockchain continuously monitors the list of records that are linked and secured using a 

cryptographic hash function to the previous block.  

A blockchain [5] is a distributed ledger that can record transactions and prevents tampering. Blockchain typically 

managed through peer to peer network and designed to disable arbitrary tampering. Blockchain can provide security at 

par with the data storage at central database. From management aspects, the data storage damages and attacks can be 

prevented. Moreover, since the Blockchain has openness attribute, it can provide transparency in data when applied to an 

area requiring the disclosure of data. Due to such strengths, it can be utilized in diverse areas including the financial 

sector and the Internet of Things (IoT) environment and its applications are expected to expand. Cloud computing has  

been applied to many IT environments due to its efficiency and availability. Moreover, cloud security and privacy issues 
have been discussed in terms of important security aspects. 
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III. Services Provided by Cloud  

The services provided by Cloud also divide it into different types of Cloud. For understanding more about cloud, the 

services provided by cloud may be given as follows:  

Platform as a service (PaaS): This provides environment for applications, development of various preparation tools etc. It 

provides the runtime environment that controls the applications. This type of Cloud, primarily aims to manage the 

storage, servers and information systems [6]. It aims to facilitate the management problems related to the application 

development and also helps the customers. 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): This provides the elementary resources access such as virtual machinery, storage, 

physical machinery etc. The manageable things can be the operating system, application, chosen network elements, 

application. It actually provides the processing, networks, storage and essential resources for the user.  
Software as a service (SaaS): This model provides one o use the application as a service to the users. The network, 

operating system, servers, storage or applications are not managed by the user. The environment is provided for the 

software distribution. 

IV. Cloud Deployment Models  

There are four different types of cloud deployment models [7] which can be named as Public Cloud, Private Cloud, 

hybrid cloud and community cloud shown in figure 2. The details of these types may be given as follows:  

Public Cloud: A cloud infrastructure is managed by a third party and is provided to many customers and which is beyond 

the firewall of the company. The infrastructure provided, can be used by more than one enterprise at the same time and 

the resources can be provisioned by users dynamically. The cloud providers are responsible for the management, 

provisioning, installation and maintenance of the cloud. The cloud providers solely manage and host these clouds. 

Private cloud: This type of cloud can be owned or rented and managed by the organization itself or somebody not from 

the organization that is the third party and exist at on-premises or off-premises. When compared to the public cloud, It is 
more expensive and secure than it. There are no additional security regulations, legal requirements or bandwidth 

limitations are there in private cloud that can be present in a public cloud environment also but by using a private cloud, 

there is control of the infrastructure and improved security at the end of cloud service providers and the clients have 

optimized, since the user’s access and the networks used are restricted.  

 
Figure 2 Cloud Deployment Models 

Hybrid Cloud: It is a combination of two or more cloud deployment models, linked in such a way that data transferred, 

takes place between the two different clouds without affecting each other. These clouds would typically be generated by 

the enterprise and responsibilities for management would be split amongst the enterprise and the cloud provider.  

Community Cloud: Infrastructure shared by several organizations for a shared cause and may be managed by a third 

party service provider or them and rarely offered cloud model. These clouds are based normally on an agreement 
between business organizations which are related such as banking or educational organizations. A cloud environment 

operating according to this model may exist locally or remotely. An example of a Community Cloud includes Facebook. 

LITERATURE REVIEWS 

An overview and study of cloud computing, with several security threats, security issues, currently used cloud 

technologies and countermeasures are presented in [8]. The security challenges in cloud computing are formidable, 

especially for public clouds whose infrastructure and computational resources are owned by an outside party that sells 

those services to the general public. Cloud security requirements have been addressed in publications earlier, but it is still 

difficult to estimate what kinds of requirements have been researched most, and which are still under-researched.  

Deep learning is an advanced technique developed to act like that of the human neurological analysis on several 

problems. Implementation of deep learning algorithm to the cloud security module identifies the movement of malware 

and spywares in the cloud storage. Similarly the cryptography is an old technique structured to hide the information with 

a cover data or cover image. It allows the hacking algorithm to extract only the useless data. Article [9] reviews the 

recent advancements in the cloud security with blockchain, deep learning and cryptographic models. 
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Cloud Computing is a model based on computing system which provides convenient and customizable services to the 

users for accessing to different cloud applications. Authors in  [10] took all of the elements like security issues, 

countermeasures for security and concept of cloud security into consideration so that the necessary areas were properly 

connected and a number of open issues were discussed in this area. They also reviewed the most significant security 

techniques to data protection and cloud security in the cloud computing. Moreover, security techniques for data 

protection will be recommended in order to have enhanced security in cloud computing. It will concentrate primarily on 

issues related to data security and provides solutions. 

One of the key difficulties that instructive establishments confront in embracing Cloud computing advances is a 

provisioning of a protected cloud foundation. In [11], the creators find some cloud benefits in the instruction segment and 

talk about restrictions of fundamental cloud benefits and in addition highlight security challenges that organizations 

confront when using cloud innovations. The review was led in assortment instructive establishments to concentrate the 

perspectives of partners on the cloud security vulnerabilities and methodologies used to overcome.  

Healthcare sector is information critical industry that deals with human lives. Transforming from traditional paper based 

to Electronic Health Records (EHRs) was not efficient enough since EHRs require resources, integration, maintenance 

and high cost implementation. Cloud computing paradigm offers flexible, cost effective, collaborative, multi-tenant 

infrastructure which assists in transforming electronic healthcare to smart healthcare that consists on the use of latest 

technologies such as smart mobiles, smart cards, robots, sensors and Tele-health systems via internet on pay-per-use 
basis for best medical practices. Cloud computing reduces the cost of EHRs in terms of ownership and IT maintenance, 

also it offers sharing, integration and management of EHRs as well as tracking patients and diseases more efficiently and 

effectively. [12] represents the significance and opportunities for implementing cloud computing in healthcare sector.  

Below in table 1, the paper presents the recent contribution of researchers for deployment of cloud security. 

Table 1. Recent Research Contributions 

References Work done Technique Used Results 

[5] 

Reviewed various aspects 

of security in Blockchain 

and Cloud Computing and 

Cryptographic algorithms 

This paper reviewed the 

various existing 

blockchain 

implementations for 

Cloud security. 

[13] 

Big data is one of the 

most problems that 

researchers try to solve it 

with perfect security. 

Vormetric Concept 

Using the Vormetric 

Toolkit is easily to 

deploy, integrate and 

manage the Vormetric 

Data Security 

implementation with the 

rest of your big data 

implementation. 

[9] 

Reviewed the recent 

advancements in the 

cloud security with 

blockchain, deep learning 

and cryptographic 

models. 

Deep learning algorithm 

with blockchain  or 

cryptographic  

A combination of deep 

learning algorithm with 

blockchain or 

cryptography algorithm 

will improve the 

combined security issues 

of the cloud 

infrastructure. 

[14] 

Reviewed new 

developments in the areas 

of orchestration, resource 

control, physical 

hardware, and cloud 

service management 

layers of a cloud provider 

Review of existing 

research was conducted to 

summarize the state-of-

the-art in the field 

Security and privacy 

factors that affect the 

activities of cloud 

providers in relation to the 

legal processioning. 

[15] 

Reviews cloud computing 

paradigm in terms of its 

historical evolution, 

concepts, technology, 

tools and various 

challenges 

 Description of 

cloud platforms 

by different 

CSPs. 

 Open source 

tools and 

commercial 

tools. 

 

Security objectives and 

security issues related to 

the location of data 

centres, network and other 

common issues are 

discussed 

[16] Highlight the possible Analysis of the Service A secure cloud computing 
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security issues and 

vulnerabilities connected 

with virtualization 

infrastructure 

Level Agreement that 

builds trust between cloud 

providers and cloud 

customers 

environment depends on 

identifying security 

solutions 

[17] 

Security issues necessities 

and challenges that cloud 

service providers 

(CSP)and user face in 

cloud atmosphere are 

discussed 

Cloud security and 

privacy issues which are 

putting cloud a little back 

step 

Provided the survey 

report done be several 

organization in several 

cloud security prone 

areas, with their 

appropriate flowchart and 

diagram. 

[18] 

Systematic Literature 

Review (SLR) of ML and 

Cloud security 

methodologies and 

techniques 

Reviewed Cloud security 

area, type of ML 

techniques used, and the 

accuracy estimation of the 

ML model 

The most popular ML 

used is SVM in both 

hybrid and standalone 

models 

[19] 

Focus on getting well 

knowledge about 

Ontology implementation 

of cloud computing for 

distributed systems, and 

explaining the main 

requirements of 

performing best ontology. 

Ontology Implementation 

in cloud computing  

The quintessence of using 

ontology in cloud 

computing consists of 

reduced time, quick 

discovery action, and 

arriving at accurate results 

 

V. Conclusion 

The distribution of computing resources is done using a new technology called Cloud Computing. The efficient 

computing and storage can be achieved in an adaptable manner with the services offered by Cloud. The industry has 

welcomed this technology for achieving the change in information technology but there are risks associated with this 

technology. The work has processed to avoid such risks and to overcome them. Cloud computing as of now we know that 

it refers to the sustained storage and the advanced sharing of data over the internet. But, the threats from the security is 

embedded in cloud computing approach is proportional to the offered advantages directly. Also, it allows the users to 

store the data privately as per the requirement. 
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